HyLaGI: Symbolic Implementation of a Hybrid Constraint Language HydLa
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Abstract

A modeling language for hybrid systems HydLa and its implementation HyLaGI are described. HydLa is a constraint-based language that can handle uncertainties of models smoothly. HyLaGI calculates trajectories by symbolic formula manipulation to exclude errors resulting from floating-point arithmetic. HyLaGI features a nondeterministic simulation algorithm so it can calculate all possible qualitative different trajectories of models with uncertainties.
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1 A Constraint-based Language HydLa

Reliability is a key issue in the computation of hybrid systems in which quantitative errors may easily result in qualitatively wrong results. With this in mind, we have developed HydLa [12], a constraint-based modeling language for hybrid systems [8], and its implementation HyLaGI based on symbolic computation. The key feature of HydLa is that constraints are used as the sole mechanism for defining both the continuous and discrete behavior of systems. Constraints include ODEs (ordinary differential equations) and temporal logic formulas over reals, as well as logical implication that expresses conditionals and synchronization.

A precursor of HydLa was Hybrid cc [2,5], but its implementation did not completely guarantee the correctness of results. Another approach was CLP(F) [7], constraint logic programming over real-valued functions. It aimed at rigorous simulation and handled interval constraints, but its control structure was very different from that of HydLa.
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INIT \iff y=10 \land y'=0 \land x=0
\land 0<x'<20.
FALL \iff \Box(y'=10).
BOUNCE \iff \Box(y=-7
\lor ((x-<=7 \land x->=10) \land y-=0)
\Rightarrow y'=-4/5*y').
XCONST \iff \Box(x'=0).
XBOUNCE \iff \Box((x-=-7 \lor x-=10) \land y<-0
\Rightarrow x'=-x').
INIT, FALL \ll BOUNCE, XCONST \ll XBOUNCE.

Fig. 1. A bouncing particle around a hole in HydLa

HydLa allows one to assign priorities to individual constraints in the form of constraint hierarchy [1]. Basic units in a constraint hierarchy are called constraint modules. If some of the constraint modules in a HydLa program are inconsistent, constraints with high priority are adopted. In other words, the meaning of a constraint hierarchy is candidate sets of constraint modules which satisfy the priorities. With this feature, programmers don’t have to enumerate all possible states manually, while it is necessary in other modeling methods such as hybrid automata [6]. The declarative semantics [12] of a HydLa program is a set of trajectories which satisfy one of maximal consistent candidate sets at each time.

2 Example Programs in HydLa

Figure 1 is a HydLa program that models a particle bouncing around a hole (Fig. 2). The variables x and y denote the position of the particle. Every variable in HydLa is implicitly a function of time, e.g., x means x(t). This program includes five constraint modules INIT, FALL, BOUNCE, XCONST and XBOUNCE. INIT represents the initial state of the model. The operator “’” denotes the time derivative of a variable. The range of x’ is described using two inequalities, which brings uncertainty into this model. FALL represents falling by gravity. The operator \Box is the “always” operator in temporal logic meaning that the constraint is effective on and after the current time. BOUNCE represents vertical bounce of the particle. The operator “=>” forms a constraint with a guard condition, and a postfix minus sign means the left-hand limit of the variable. The right-hand side of BOUNCE says that if the particle reaches the bottom of the hole (y=-7) or the ground around the hole ((x-<=7 \lor x->=10) \land y-=0), the vertical velocity is multiplied by -4/5. XCONST says that the horizontal velocity is constant. XBOUNCE represents horizontal bounce on the walls in the hole. The bottom line declares the constraint hierarchy of this program: FALL is weaker than BOUNCE and XCONST is weaker than XBOUNCE. When the ball reaches the ground or the hole, FALL or XCONST conflicts with BOUNCE or XBOUNCE, causing the former to be temporarily removed from the module sets.

HydLa recently featured list comprehensions to concisely describe models with multiple objects. Figure 3 is an example program with list comprehensions. This program includes three constraint modules INIT, COL, CONST, which stand for the initial state, collision between balls and uniform motion. X is a list of variables for
the positions of ten balls. \textsc{Init}s is a list of \textsc{Init}, which describes the initial state of the second and the subsequent balls. In the definition of \textsc{Init}s, \textit{i} works like a loop variable in procedural languages. \textsc{Col}\textunderscore hierarchy is a definition of constraint hierarchy for collision between balls, which states that each \textsc{Const} is weaker than \textsc{Col} for the same ball. The bottom line composes constraint hierarchies defined as lists and \textsc{Init} for the first ball. If a HydLa programmer wants to add an additional ball, he or she only has to modify the definition of \textit{X} and specify the initial state of the new ball.

3 HyLaGI: a Symbolic Implementation of HydLa

We have been developing an implementation of HydLa named HyLaGI (HydLa Guaranteed Implementation) \cite{hydla}. HyLaGI computes trajectories of given HydLa programs. HyLaGI is written in C++ and currently uses Mathematica as its backend solver. The C++ part consists of the parser and the high-level part of the simulation algorithm including case analysis. Mathematica is used for checking the consistencies of conjunctions of constraints, solving ODEs, solving minimization problems and transforming both arithmetic expressions and logical formulas. We have also developed a frontend system for HyLaGI, which can visualize simulation results of HyLaGI by two dimensional plots and animations.

3.1 Symbolic Simulation

HyLaGI performs symbolic simulation, which has two important features.

Firstly, the results are free from errors caused by floating point arithmetic because HyLaGI calculates trajectories by formula manipulation. Outputs are symbolic representation of state variables at each time point and each time interval. Since errors in the simulation of hybrid systems can lead to qualitatively different results, this feature is more important than in ordinary dynamical systems. There are other rigorous tools for hybrid systems, but most of them are based on numerical methods \cite{3,4,13} or theorem proving \cite{10}.

Secondly, HyLaGI calculates all possible trajectories for uncertain HydLa programs. This feature is important to handle real-world systems that may deteriorate over time or cannot be modeled precisely. To calculate all trajectories, HyLaGI adopts a nondeterministic simulation algorithm. Figure 4 is an overview of the

\footnote{available at http://www.ueda.info.waseda.ac.jp/hydla/ with HydLa IDE.}
algorithm. The simulation repeats *Point Phases* and *Interval Phases* until a termination condition (time limit or the number of phases) is satisfied. At each phase, maximal consistent sets of modules are calculated by checking consistency and guard conditions. A Point Phase is concerned with discrete change at a time point, while an Interval Phase is concerned with continuous change for a time interval. Calculation of Interval Phases is more complex than that of Point Phases because it includes solving ODEs and minimization problems.

To simulate uncertain models symbolically, HyLaGI uses symbolic parameters that denote the uncertain values of variables at certain time points. Figure 5 is a sample output from HyLaGI for the program of Fig. 1. *IP 2* stands for the second Interval Phase and the symbolic parameter $p[x, 1, 1]$ stands for the initial horizontal velocity. This output represents infinitely many continuous trajectories that can be obtained by instantiating $p[x, 1, 1]$.

Note that the uncertainties represented by symbolic parameters may result in qualitative difference of trajectories. When such a difference arises, HyLaGI automatically performs case analysis, narrowing the range of parameters into each qualitative different case. Case analysis may occur at all boxes in Fig. 4, but in most models it occurs at the computation of the next discrete change because parameter conditions are strongly related to the order and number of discrete changes.

### 3.2 An Example of Case Analysis

As an example, we show the simulation result of the model of Fig. 1 with an assertion $\text{ASSERT(! (y>=0 \land x>=10))}$, which states that the particle never goes beyond the hole. The time limit is set to 20 units and the number of phases is limited to 13. We obtain counterexamples in the form of parameter conditions of the initial horizontal velocity, which are shown in Table 1. Each row of the table corresponds to each qualitative different case. The condition of each case is represented by symbolic and numeric intervals which the initial horizontal velocity must belong to. Notice that HyLaGI’s symbolic simulation distinguishes between open and closed boundaries.

### 4 Scalability of HyLaGI

One of the concerns with a symbolic technique is its scalability. A naïve implementation of HyLaGI would lead to the calculation of all constraints at each phase, but
### Order of Bounces, Symbolic Representation, Numeric Representation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order of Bounces</th>
<th>Symbolic Representation</th>
<th>Numeric Representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Floor, floor, bottom</td>
<td>$[1250/(405\sqrt{2} + \sqrt{317} + 9\sqrt{1387}), 1250/(405\sqrt{2} - \sqrt{317} + 9\sqrt{1387})]$</td>
<td>[1.36027, 1.40428]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor, floor</td>
<td>$[125\sqrt{2}/97, 35/(13\sqrt{2})]$</td>
<td>[1.82244, 1.90375]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor, bottom</td>
<td>$([1125\sqrt{2} + 225\sqrt{67} + 25\sqrt{197}]/(928 + 81\sqrt{134})]$</td>
<td>[1.90375, 2.02803]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor, right, bottom, left</td>
<td>$[-40\sqrt{197}/(928 + 81\sqrt{134}) - 360(5\sqrt{2} + \sqrt{67})/(928 + 81\sqrt{134})]$</td>
<td>[2.64300, 2.71964]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor</td>
<td>$[25\sqrt{2}/13, 7/\sqrt{2}]$</td>
<td>[2.71964, 4.94975]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom, right, left</td>
<td>$([117\sqrt{85} + 13\sqrt{485})/256, 10/\sqrt{5}/17]$</td>
<td>[5.33196, 5.42326]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom+right, left</td>
<td>$[10/\sqrt{5}/17, 10/\sqrt{5}/17]$</td>
<td>[5.42326, 5.42326]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right, bottom, left</td>
<td>$([10/\sqrt{5}/17, (9\sqrt{85} + \sqrt{485})/16]$</td>
<td>[5.42326, 6.56241]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Bounce</td>
<td>$[5\sqrt{2}, 20]$</td>
<td>[7.07107, 20]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HyLaGI only calculates constraints related to each discrete change. This improvement is based on the following three ideas.

The first idea is to analyze the dependency of constraints. The dependency can be represented by a bipartite graph consisting of variable nodes and constraint nodes. Graph edges correspond to the references of variables from constraints. The dependency between constraints changes dynamically in the simulation of HyLaGI because (i) a guarded constraint may be switched on and off, (ii) constraint modules not chosen for a particular phase have no effect, and (iii) the left-hand limit of a variable in a Point Phase is regarded constant and has no relation with the variable itself. HyLaGI manages the effectivities of nodes and edges of a dependency graph dynamically and calculates minimal sets of related constraints.

The second idea is to exploit the continuity of the values of variables and its derivatives. Variables whose values jump must be referenced in constraints that triggered discrete changes, and HyLaGI keeps other variables change continuously without recalculation.

The third idea is to calculate candidate subsets of constraint modules dynamically on demand. In HydLa, the number of candidate subsets can increase exponentially with respect to the number of objects in the model. For example, it is $2^n$ for the program of Fig. 3 with $n$ balls. However, the number of subsets to be checked for its maximality is usually small. HyLaGI calculates such subsets on demand by using the information of inconsistent subsets obtained in the process of consistency checking. When a subset is known to be inconsistent, at least one module must be removed from the subset to make it consistent, and HyLaGI removes a low-priority module $M$ and those below $M$ in the constraint hierarchy.

These improvements reduced the time complexity of the calculation of each discrete change. For example, for the program of Fig. 3, it is reduced from exponential (without the third idea) or $O(n^3)$ (with the third idea) to $O(n)$. 
5 Current and Future Work

Our experiences has shown that the symbolic approach of HyLaGI shows great affinity with the constraint language HydLa, works well in principle, and brings several interesting advantages summarized as follows:

- rigorous simulation that may be extended to unbounded length and to verification,
- automatic, on-demand case analysis of parameter conditions, and
- calculation and maintenance of the relation between multiple parameters (cf. wrapping effect [11]).

On the other hand, we have found that the current limiting factor of HyLaGI is the power and the efficiency of the minimization problem solver (the third box of Fig. 4) which presumably uses quantifier elimination inside Mathematica: the formulas can become complex as simulation goes on and finally becomes unsolvable. To handle these cases, we started to integrate interval arithmetic into the symbolic simulation of HyLaGI. Intervals are a special form of constraints and show perfect affinity with the symbolic approach. Even when the states can be rigorously represented, it is sometimes useful to approximate them using intervals; it is a matter of tradeoff. We are implementing interval Newton method to reliably solve minimization problems and interval approximation of complex symbolic formulas. Integration of interval arithmetic into symbolic simulation is expected to be more smooth than the opposite direction.

Another limitation of the symbolic approach is that many if not all models with nonlinear ODEs cannot be solved symbolically. Here again, we can over-approximate the solution by a numerical method and regard the approximated solution as formulas with parameters, which is our future work. We hope that HyLaGI will find its place in applications exhibiting subtle behaviors and requiring careful analysis.
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